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We use the results of a Lagrangian formulation of the dynamics of ions in a Penning trap to calculate the
motional frequencies of the ions as a function of the trapping parameters. We then add realistic perturbations
to the ideal trapping fields in the formalism and deduce the effects of these perturbations on the ion motion. For
an ideal trap there exist values of the applied trapping fields that result in a degeneracy in the ion oscillation
frequencies associated with different types of motion. We show that this motional frequency degeneracy is
lifted by the inclusion of the effect of a tilt of the trap axis with respect to the axis of the applied magnetic field,
leading to an ‘‘avoided crossing’’ between the oscillation frequencies. We calculate typical ion orbits for trap
parameters that give oscillation frequencies near the avoided crossing between the axial and modified cyclotron
frequencies. We generalize the analysis to include the motion of ions in a combined ~Penning-Paul! trap and
perform an experiment to test the predictions of the theory for a degeneracy between the modified cyclotron
frequency and the axial frequency for Mg1 ions held in a tilted combined trap. The oscillation frequencies are
measured for a range of tilt angles using a photon-photon correlation technique. There is good agreement
between the experimental results and the theoretical predictions. The method we describe may prove to be a
useful means by which trap imperfections can be identified and subsequently removed.
@S1050-2947~98!02902-3#
PACS number~s!: 32.80.PjI. INTRODUCTION
Ions can be trapped and held at a well-localized position
using a number of different schemes. The most popular
schemes are based on the formation of a quadrupole electric
potential using a set of three electrodes @1#. One of the elec-
trodes ~the ring! is similar to the form of the inner surface of
a toroid, while the other two ~end-cap! electrodes are like
hemispheres above and below the plane of the ring. Ideally,
the surfaces of the electrodes are hyperboloids of revolution,
following the equipotential surfaces of an ideal quadrupole
potential. In reality, simpler shapes are often used when the
resulting small deviations from a pure quadrupole potential
can be tolerated. The electrostatic quadrupole potential on its
own only acts as a trap in one dimension along an axis be-
tween the end caps ~the z axis!; the motion in the radial plane
is unstable.
One method by which three-dimensional trapping may be
achieved is to include a magnetic field along the z axis that
forces the ions into cyclotron loops if they move away from
the center of the trap. The inhomogeneous electric field in
the trap results in an E3B drift motion ~magnetron motion!
around the center of the trap and a shift of the cyclotron
frequency ~yielding the modified cyclotron frequency!; see
Fig. 1. This configuration, called the Penning trap, has been
used for a wide variety of high-precision experiments using
ions and electrons.
A completely different method for achieving three-
dimensional trapping is the Paul or radio-frequency trap. In
this variant the magnetic field is absent and an oscillating
radio-frequency potential is applied to the electrodes along
with the usual dc potential. The equation of motion of ions in
such a trap is a Mathieu equation and the resulting motion
for a particle of given mass can be either stable or unstable571050-2947/98/57~3!/1944~13!/$15.00depending on the applied voltages and drive frequency ~un-
stable motion means that the ion’s orbit expands rapidly until
it hits one of the electrodes!. The stable motion of the ions
can be viewed as being made up of two components: a rela-
tively slow harmonic oscillation about the center of the trap
~the secular motion! modulated by a fast oscillation at the
drive frequency ~the micromotion!. The micromotion ampli-
tude increases with increasing distance from the center of the
trap. A simpler, approximate mathematical treatment of the
motion can be obtained by considering the oscillating poten-
tial to set up a three-dimensional pseudopotential in which
the ions move. The secular motion is then just the harmonic
motion of the ions in the pseudopotential. The Paul trap has
also been widely used in precision experiments and spectros-
copy.
A third kind of trap can be formed using the same ar-
rangement of electrodes by applying all of the fields of the
Penning and Paul traps simultaneously. The equations of mo-
FIG. 1. Radial orbit of a single particle in quadrupole traps.
~Left! Penning trap with a magnetron radius larger than the modi-
fied cyclotron radius. ~Center! Same, but with the magnetron radius
smaller than the modified cyclotron radius. ~Right! Radial orbit in
the pseudopotential approximation ~the micromotion is neglected!
of the combined trap ~Paul side! with the amplitude of the modified
cyclotron motion ~clockwise! smaller than the amplitude of the
magnetron motion ~counter clockwise!.1944 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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been derived both classically @2,3# and quantum mechani-
cally @4#. Initial experiments using this trap were performed
by Fischer @2#. The motional frequencies for a combined trap
have been calculated @5# and experiments have been per-
formed to verify the calculations over a wide range of trap
parameters @5,6#. Interest in this trap is now increasing since
it has been suggested as an ideal environment in which to
store simultaneously antiprotons and positrons in order to
create antihydrogen @4#. The reason for its appropriateness is
that it has the unique ability to store oppositely charged par-
ticles of widely differing masses in the same volume at the
same time. The combined trap has been used recently to trap
simultaneously ions and electrons, demonstrating this advan-
tage @7#.
The motion in a combined trap can be understood by first
considering a Paul trap to which a small axial magnetic field
is applied. The magnetic field has the effect of splitting the
radial oscillation frequency into two components v1 and v2
~the upper and lower radial frequencies! describing clock-
wise and counterclockwise rotation in the trap, respectively.
As the magnetic field is increased the splitting becomes
larger and v2 approaches zero. If the magnetic field is then
held constant and the rf field is decreased, both v1 and v2
decrease until a point is reached at which the lower fre-
quency v2 becomes zero. Further decreasing the rf ampli-
tude results in a change of sense of rotation for v2 such that
the associated motion is now also clockwise. Finally, reduc-
ing the rf amplitude to zero results in the Penning trap with
v1 becoming the modified cyclotron frequency and v2 be-
coming the magnetron frequency. The region of the param-
eter space in which v2 describes a rotation in an opposite
sense to v1 is termed the ‘‘Paul side’’ of the combined trap.
When the rf amplitude is small enough that both motions are
in the same sense the combined trap is being operated on the
‘‘Penning side’’ ~see Fig. 1!.
In Ref. @5# it was shown that for particular values of the
trapping parameters ~applied rf voltage and magnetic field!
the axial frequency vz and the upper radial frequency v1
should become degenerate. Essentially this comes about be-
cause, for a fixed value of the rf potential ~Paul side!, in-
creasing the magnetic field has no effect on the axial motion.
The axial frequency therefore remains constant, while the
upper radial frequency v1 increases with increasing mag-
netic field. Eventually, a point is reached where the two fre-
quencies vz and v1 become degenerate. In Ref. @6# it was
experimentally demonstrated that as the position of the cal-
culated degeneracy is approached an ‘‘avoided crossing’’ de-
velops such that the two frequencies never become exactly
degenerate. A possible explanation for this behavior was put
forth. It was suggested that the avoided crossing arises from
a coupling between the axial motion and the radial modified
cyclotron motion ~in an ideal trap these motions would be
completely independent!. It was suggested that this coupling
could arise from a misalignment of the trap symmetry axis
with respect to the applied magnetic-field axis. The main
purpose of this paper is twofold: ~a! to present a calculation
of the effect of such a misalignment and ~b! to describe an
experiment we have performed to verify that this misalign-
ment is responsible for the coupling between the radial and
axial motions.We begin, in Sec. II, by describing the motion of ions in
a Penning trap. The motion of a single ion has been studied
in some detail by several groups @8–10#. We then calculate
the motional frequencies of the ions as a function of the
trapping parameters. In Sec. III we discuss field imperfec-
tions of various sorts concentrating in particular on the effect
of a tilt between the trap axis and the magnetic-field axis.
The effect of field imperfections on the motion of a single
ion has been studied in the context of high-resolution mass
spectroscopy by Brown and Gabrielse @8,11#. Kretzschmar
has studied the effect of harmonic and anharmonic perturba-
tions on the motion of a single ion using a perturbative ap-
proach @12#. Wineland et al. have studied the effect of some
imperfections on the conservation of angular momentum of
trapped particles @13#. In Sec. IV we generalize the formal-
ism to encompass the motion in a combined trap using the
pseudopotential approach. Finally, in Sec. V we describe an
experiment that sets out to test some of the predictions of the
theory for the motion of ions in a combined trap. In this
paper we study only the motion of a single ion or the center-
of-mass motion for a cloud of ions. A study of effects in
clouds of ions, in particular the formation of crystals, will be
presented elsewhere @14#. The calculation we will present
here is exact for quadrupole perturbations, whereas the work
done by Kretzschmar @12# is perturbative.
II. MOTION OF A SINGLE ION
We first turn our attention to the motion of a single ion in
a Penning trap. In this arrangement confinement is achieved
by the use of an electric-quadrupole potential, to provide
confinement along the symmetry axis of the trap ~z axis!,
with a homogeneous magnetic field along the z axis provid-
ing confinement in the radial plane. For a particle of mass m
and charge q the quadrupole electric potential is given by
F~x ,y ,z !5
mvz
2
4q ~2z
22x22y2!, ~1!
where
vz
25
4U0q
m~r0
212z0
2!
~2!
and U0 , the potential of the end caps with respect to the ring
electrode, is positive for trapping positively charged par-
ticles. We write the homogeneous magnetic field along the z
axis as
B5B eˆz , B.0. ~3!
We define the cyclotron angular frequency
vc5
qB
m
. ~4!
From the Lagrangian for the system ~see Ref. @12#! we obtain
x¨ 5 12 vz
2x1vcy˙ , ~5!
y¨ 5 12 vz
2y2vcx˙ , ~6!
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2z . ~7!
Writing the radial motion in terms of the complex variable
u5x1iy , the equation of motion in the radial plane be-
comes
u¨ 5 12 vz
2u2ivcu˙ . ~8!
Using the ansatz u5eivrt, we obtain
vr
22vcvr1
1
2 vz
250, ~9!
whose solutions are vr52v6 with
v15
1
2 ~vc1v1! ~modified cyclotron frequency!,
~10!
v25
1
2 ~vc2v1! ~magnetron frequency!, ~11!
where we have defined
v1
25vc
222vz
2
. ~12!
The two frequencies v2 and v1 are positive quantities. For
our configuration of fields and a positively charged particle,
the circular motions associated with these frequencies of the
trapped particle are clockwise ~see Fig. 1!. As Eq. ~8! is
linear, the general solution for the motion in the radial plane
is given by a linear combination of the two particular solu-
tions
u~ t !5r1e
2i~v1t1w1!1r2e
2i~v2t1w2!, ~13!
where r1 , r2 , w1 , and w2 are arbitrary real constants de-
termined by the initial conditions. The motion along the axial
direction is simple harmonic and is given by
z~ t !5rz cos~vzt1wz!. ~14!
For typical trapping parameters the oscillation frequencies
of a trapped particle satisfy v1.vz.v2 , although
vz , v1.v2 is always verified. ~Typical parameters for
24Mg1 ions held in our trap are B51 T and U0510 V, giv-
ing v152p3572 kHz, vz52p3274 kHz, v252p
366 kHz, vc52p3637 kHz, and v152p3457 kHz.!
Figure 2 shows a plot of the oscillation frequencies for
24Mg1 as a function of the electric potential U0 for a fixed
value of the magnetic field. Trapping requires that all oscil-
lation frequencies are real. For the axial degree of freedom,
this simply implies that the product qU0 must be positive. In
the radial plane, the reality condition on v1 , i.e., vc
2
.2vz
2
, gives an upper limit on the trapping potential for a
given value of the magnetic field. The radial motion consists
of a superposition of two clockwise circular motions: the
modified cyclotron motion and the magnetron motion ~the
magnetron motion is simply the E3B drift!. The result is an
epicyclic orbit as plotted in Fig. 1 ~left and center!.
One interesting feature visible in Fig. 2 is the crossing of
the axial and modified cyclotron frequencies. These two os-
cillation frequencies become degenerate for
vz
cross5
2
3 vc . ~15!We will return to this feature when we discuss perturbations
to the ideal trap. The other oscillation frequencies at the
crossing are
v1
cross5vz
cross5
2
3 vc , ~16!
v2
cross5
1
2 vz
cross5
1
3 vc . ~17!
The time-dependent Hamiltonian for a particle in this con-
figuration of fields can be derived from the Lagrangian given
in Ref. @12#. We obtain
H5H~x ,y ,z ,px ,py ,pz!5
1
2m ~px
21Py
21pz
2!
2
1
2 vc~xpy2ypx!1
m
8 v1
2~x21y2!1
m
2 vz
2z2.
~18!
If we substitute the solution of the equations of motion ~13!
and ~14! into this Hamiltonian, we obtain the single-particle
Hamiltonian as a function of the radius or amplitude of the
various degrees of freedom @15#
H/m5 12 v1v1r1
2 2 12 v1v2r2
2 1 12 vz
2
rz
2
. ~19!
Similarly, we can write the z component of the canonical
angular momentum ~as defined in Ref. @13#! as a function of
the various radii @15#
lz52 12 mv1~r1
2 2r2
2 !. ~20!
Equations ~19! and ~20! deserve some comments. The
Hamiltonian of Eq. ~19! has nearly the form of a sum of
three harmonic oscillators. Importantly, the sign of the con-
tribution from the magnetron motion is negative. This means
that if the radius of the magnetron motion is increased, the
total energy decreases. Therefore, the total energy associated
with the magnetron motion must be increased in order to
reduce its amplitude. This fact is also clear from the canoni-
FIG. 2. Oscillation frequencies for a single ion ~or the center-
of-mass motion of a cloud of ions! in a Penning trap as a function of
trap voltage. The frequencies are plotted for 24Mg1 ions in a trap
with R0
255.4031025 m2 and B50.9412 T.
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50), the total energy and the canonical angular momentum
are zero; however, these two quantities can also individually
be zero without all radii being zero, the cyclotron and axial
contributions being compensated by the magnetron contribu-
tion. Therefore, contrary to a ‘‘normal’’ three-dimensional
harmonic oscillator where the total energy has a minimum,
reduction in the total energy of an ion in a Penning trap does
not necessarily imply a reduction in kinetic energy.
III. FIELD IMPERFECTIONS
Field imperfections can be divided into two categories:
harmonic and anharmonic imperfections. Imperfections of
the first category will leave the motion harmonic, imperfec-
tions of the second category will render the motion nonlinear
and in particular the oscillation frequencies will depend on
the amplitude of the motion. Imperfections can arise from
electrostatic perturbations, magnetic field inhomogeneities,
and misalignment between the magnetic and the quadrupole
electric fields.
Relativistic effects on the ions’ motion are negligible in
our case. These effects are of importance only for high-
resolution spectroscopic measurements; they have little ef-
fect on the dynamics of trapped clouds. For a Mg1 ion in a
1-T field, the maximum possible angular velocity is the cy-
clotron frequency and if we assume a maximum orbit radius
of 100 mm we have vcr5327 ms21'1026c .
Electrostatic perturbations have three origins: nonhyper-
bolic electrodes ~truncated electrodes and access holes in the
electrodes!; machining errors and mounting misalignment;
and contact potentials and external stray fields. The multi-
pole expansion of the trapping field in spherical coordinates
is ~see, e.g., @16#!
F~r ,u ,f!5(
l ,m
al ,mr
lPl
m~cos u!cos mf , ~21!
where Pl
m are the associated Legendre polynomials with 0
<m<l .
The first term of this expansion F05a0,0 is a constant that
has no physical importance. The two linear terms F1
5a1,0z1a1,1x give rise to a constant force that would simply
result in a displacement of the trap center. The quadrupole
terms can be written as
F25
1
2 a2,0@2z22x22y2#13a2,1xz13a2,2@x22y2# .
~22!
Here the first term is the perfect quadrupole potential. Addi-
tion of the second term results in a tilted quadrupole poten-
tial with respect to the z axis. Finally, the third term, when
added to the perfect quadrupole, results in an elliptical elec-
tric field in the radial plane. Since all three terms are qua-
dratic, the motion remains harmonic despite the perturbation.
All higher-order terms will introduce nonlinearities in the
equations of motion. By careful design, most of these terms
can be made negligible. If the electrodes are symmetrical
with respect to the z50 plane, all al ,m terms with l odd
vanish. Cylindrical symmetry implies that al ,m50 for m
Þ0. We are then left withF~r ,u!5F01F21V0 (
l54,even
`
clS rR0D
l
Pl~cos u!, ~23!
where Pl
05Pl are the usual Legendre polynomials. The
dominating terms of the nonlinear contributions depend on
the actual trap geometry. For example, in a trap where the
ideally hyperbolic electrodes are approximated by electrodes
of spherical section, the main nonlinear term is the l54 term
~octupole! @3#. For a cylindrical trap, the electrodes can be
designed such as to minimize the octupole and then the
dominating term is the l56 term @17#.
A. Quadrupole perturbations
1. Constant force terms
The effect of the linear term F1 is simply to displace the
actual center of the trap. If the potential is perfectly har-
monic, this has no effect on the motion of trapped ions,
except for a spatial translation. However, when operating at
low trap potentials the displacement can be sufficiently large
to make trapping impractical @18#. The main sources of terms
of this sort are contact potentials and external stray fields.
The latter may arise from charge buildup on ceramic com-
ponents away from the immediate trapping region. Care was
taken in designing our trap to keep ceramic surfaces to a
minimum and to keep any exposed ceramic surfaces far from
the trapping region. We were not aware of any appreciable
effects of stray external electric fields. Given our method for
loading the trap ~using a beam of neutral Mg atoms!, the
generation of localized contact potentials, on the other hand,
was unavoidable.
2. Elliptical electric field
If the electric quadrupole field is not perfectly cylindrical,
the dominant term will be the quadrupole contribution ~22!.
If we assume that the field is symmetric with respect to the
x-y plane (a2150) we obtain
V~x ,y ,z !5 12 mvz
2@z22 12 ~x
21y2!1 12 e~x22y2!# , ~24!
with
e5
3a2,2R0
2
V0
. ~25!
In the radial plane the equipotentials are ellipses and the
potential along the z axis is still harmonic. The equations of
motion in the radial plane are
x¨ 5 12 ~12e!vz
2x1vcy˙ , ~26!
y¨ 5 12 ~11e!vz
2x2vcx˙ . ~27!
The presence of the ellipticity e leads to new values of the
oscillation frequencies, which for e!1 can be shown to be
v˜6>v66
e2
8
vz
4
v6v1vc
. ~28!
In a real quadrupole trap, we expect some electric-field
ellipticity. The presence of holes in the ring electrode, ma-
1948 57G. ZS. K. HORVATH et al.chining errors, and an inhomogeneous contact potential on
the electrode surfaces are the most likely origins of a field
ellipticity. It has been estimated that the presence of the two
holes for the laser beam in the ring electrode of a trap similar
to the one used in this work results in a value of e of ap-
proximately 0.01 @19#. The presence of another two holes in
the ring, which partially compensate for this effect, means
that the actual value of e is smaller. Machining errors are
likely to be less significant. Contact potentials can cause
much larger values that depend on the trap potential, e in-
creasing for smaller applied potentials. A simple calculation
for a contact potential associated with a coating of magne-
sium on the copper electrode gives a maximum value for e of
about 0.05 for a potential of 10 V, and about 0.3 when the
trap potential is equal to the contact potential. Although
these are maximal values, we see that we can expect the
contact potential to be the dominating contribution to the
electric-field ellipticity. For typical trapping parameters a
value of 0.3 for e is unrealistically large; nonetheless, even
when e50.3 we only expect a 0.07% change in v1 and a
5.0% change in v2 .
3. Tilted quadrupole field
As seen earlier, the addition of the a2,1xz term to the pure
quadrupole terms results in a tilted quadrupole. The equa-
tions of motion with this quadrupole tilted in the x-z plane
are
x¨ 51 12 avz
2x2 32 gvz
2z1vcy˙ ,
y¨ 51 12 vz
2y2vcx˙ ,
z¨52 12 bvz
2z2 32 gvz
2x , ~29!
where we have defined
a5cos2u22 sin2u , a!1 as u!0 ~30!
b52 cos2u2sin2u , b!2 as u!0 ~31!
g5sin u cos u , g!0 as u!0. ~32!
As before, we look for solutions of the form
x~ t !5x0e
2ivt
, y~ t !5y0e2ivt, z~ t !5z0e2ivt.
~33!
Substituting these into the equations of motion results in
S 2v22 12 avz22ivvc
3
2 gvz
2
ivvc
2v22 12 vz
2
0
3
2 gvz
2
0
2v21 12 bvz
2
D S x0y0
z0
D
5MS x0y0
z0
D 50. ~34!
The oscillation frequencies are given by the solutions of the
characteristic equationdet M5v62v4vc
22v2 14 vz
2@3vz
22vc
223vc
2 cos 2u#2 14 vz
6
50. ~35!
This equation of third order in v2 has three solutions v t ,
vb ~where t and b signify ‘‘top’’ and ‘‘bottom’’!, and v˜2 ,
whose exact expressions are too complicated to be displayed
here, but can easily be computed using a mathematical soft-
ware package. The most interesting result is the ~expected!
removal of degeneracy at the crossing between the modified
cyclotron and axial frequencies. As is clearly visible on Fig.
3, the coupling between the radial and the axial motions
introduced by the tilt between the magnetic-field direction
and the symmetry axis of the quadrupole field leads to an
avoided crossing. This removal of degeneracy complicates
somewhat the notation of the frequencies; we now have
v t!vz , vb!v1 , v˜2!v2 for vz.v1 , ~36!
v t!v1 , vb!vz , v˜2!v2 , for vz,v1 .
~37!
For small values of the angle of tilt, an approximate expres-
sion for the oscillation frequencies at the avoided crossing
can be found:
v t
cross>vz~11 34&u!,
vb
cross>vz~12 34&u!,
v˜2
cross>vz
1
2 ~113u2!. ~38!
The oscillation frequencies of the tilted trap are shown in
Fig. 3. Also plotted is the magnitude of the avoided crossing
as a function of the angle of tilt. As will be shown, there is a
swap between the axial and the modified cyclotron motions
as the electric potential is increased across the avoided cross-
ing. We expect a dramatic change in the orbit of two strongly
coupled motions as the trap potential is swept across the
avoided crossing. We now calculate the orbit of all three
motions.
As for the case of the elliptical electric field, the motion
will consist of an ellipse, but this time the ellipse can also
take any orientation in space. The size of the ellipse is de-
termined from the initial conditions. By symmetry we expect
the ellipse axis ~perpendicular to the ellipse plane! to rotate
in the plane defined by the magnetic field and the electric-
field symmetry axis. In addition, the orientation of the ellipse
principal axes will remain parallel and perpendicular to the
plane of tilt. We start with an ellipse in the x-y plane with
principal axes X0 and Y 0 :
S 1X0 cos v˜6t2Y 0 sin v˜6t
0
D . ~39!
A rotation of this ellipse by an angle U in the x-z plane gives
S 1X0 sin U cos v˜6t2Y 0 sin v˜6t
1X0 cos U cos v˜6t
D 5S 1x0 cos v˜6t2y0 sin v˜6t
1z0 cos v˜6t
D . ~40!
57 1949ION DYNAMICS IN PERTURBED QUADRUPOLE ION TRAPSFIG. 3. ~Left! Oscillation frequencies in a tilted Penning trap as a function of the trap voltage; the angle of tilt is 2°. ~Right! Magnitude
of the avoided crossing as a function of the angle of tilt. The dotted line corresponds to the linear approximation of Eq. ~38!.The ellipse obtained is defined by three parameters, one to
define its orientation in space ~U!, one for its aspect ratio
(X0 /Y 0), and finally one to determine its size ~X0 or Y 0!. In
our case this last parameter will be defined by the initial
conditions. Substituting Eq. ~40! into Eq. ~29! and equating
the cosine and sine coefficients leads to the relations
x0
y0
52
v21 12 vz
2
vvc
5A~v!, ~41!
x0
z0
5
v22 12 bvz
2
3
2 vz
2g
5B~v ,u!, ~42!
x05y0A~v!5Y 0A~v!, ~43!
y05Y 0 , ~44!
z05
x0
B 5Y 0
A~v!
B~v ,u! . ~45!
The ellipse’s aspect ratio is
h~v ,u!5
X0
Y 0
5
A~v!AB2~v ,u!11
B~v ,u! ~46!
and its orientation is given by
tan~U!5B~v ,u!, ~47!
where Y 0 is the initial condition that determines the size of
the ellipse.
Finally the orbit of the motion of a particle is given by a
linear superposition of the three eigenmodes:x~ t !5 (
i5t ,b ,2
x0,i cos v it5 (
i5t ,b ,2
Y 0,iA~v i!cos v it ,
~48!
y~ t !5 (
i5t ,b ,2
y0,i sin v it52 (
i5t ,b ,2
Y 0,i sin v it , ~49!
z~ t !5 (
i5t ,b ,2
z0,i cos v it5 (
i5t ,b ,2
Y 0,i
A~v i!
B~v i ,u!
cos v it .
~50!
Figure 4 shows the orbit of each degree of freedom of a
single ion as the electric potential is varied from well below
the avoided crossing to above the crossing.
4. Invariance theorem
From consideration of the properties of Eq. ~35! we find
that
vb
21v t
21v˜2
2 5vc
2
. ~51!
This equation is the invariance theorem @11#. It gives the
exact cyclotron oscillation frequency in a Penning trap in
terms of the measurable eigenfrequencies of an imperfect but
harmonic trap. This relation is routinely used in experiments
where the cyclotron frequency must be measured to high
accuracy, in particular for the determination of the g factor
of the electron and for high-accuracy mass spectroscopy
~e.g., @20#!. The above analysis could be used to determine
the ellipticity of the electric field and the misalignment
angle. In this way the necessary correction could be made.
However, as we have shown, the effects of the misalignment
are strongest at the avoided crossing. By measuring the mag-
1950 57G. ZS. K. HORVATH et al.nitude of the avoided crossing the electric and magnetic
fields can be accurately aligned. The accuracy of this align-
ment is only limited by the resolution of the measurement of
the oscillation frequencies. Once the fields have been
aligned, the oscillation frequencies measured away from the
crossing will always be within the experimental resolution of
the true oscillation frequencies if other perturbations can be
neglected.
If there is no misalignment, the two frequencies become
degenerate. If the electric field in the radial plane is not per-
fectly symmetrical, the axial frequency is unmodified but the
modified cyclotron frequency is shifted to larger values @Eq.
~28!#. Therefore, the crossing is moved to higher trap poten-
tials where the relation v2
cross5vc/3 does not hold. Devia-
tions from this relation provide a means of measuring the
field ellipticity and if possible, through the use of compen-
sation electrodes, a way to compensate for it.
B. Anharmonic effects
1. Effect of the octupole on the motion
The octupole contribution to the electric potential can be
written in the form
F45c4
V0
R0
4 ~8z4224z2r213r4!. ~52!
If the coefficient of the quadrupole term is denoted c2 , then
in a well-designed quadrupole trap, we expect to have c4
!c2 , with c2 very nearly unity. For the trap used for the
experiment reported in this paper, electrodes of spherical
cross section were used instead of hyperbolic ones. Bate has
calculated the octupole contribution from the electrodes and
has found c4.0.17 @3#. The equations of motion cannot be
solved analytically when an octupole potential is also
present; however, we can perturbatively estimate the effect
FIG. 4. Orbit in a trap whose magnetic and electric fields are at
an angle of 2° to each other. From top to bottom, the orbits of each
degree of freedom are v t , vb , and v2 . The trap potential in-
creases from left to right: below the avoided crossing ~first column!,
at the avoided crossing ~second column!, and above the avoided
crossing, at the stability limit ~third column!.of this term on the motional frequencies of a single ion. This
gives small frequency shifts proportional to c4 . For example,
for the trap used in this work, for an orbit of radius 20 mm
and c4.0.17 @3#, we obtain frequency shifts of the order of
1026, typically less than 1 Hz.
The effect of higher-order terms can be reduced by cool-
ing the trapped particles such that the amplitude of their
motion becomes very small. The same results can be ob-
tained by increasing the trap dimensions. As we are inter-
ested in relatively small clouds of ions, we expect the effect
of nonlinearities to be much smaller than the effect of quad-
rupole imperfections. In particular, we expect the effect of a
misalignment between the electric and magnetic fields to be
more important than that due to an elliptical potential. The
effects of these imperfections on small crystals formed in
quadrupole traps will be presented elsewhere @14#.
2. Magnetic-field inhomogeneities
Ideally, the magnetic field of a Penning trap is spatially
homogeneous. However, it is of course impossible to create a
perfectly homogeneous field. Although superconducting
magnets produce much more homogeneous fields than con-
ventional electromagnets, their inhomogeneities are still eas-
ily measurable. In the case of a conventional electromagnet,
the main inhomogeneity will probably be a linear variation
of the field intensity in space. For superconducting magnets,
which usually have cylindrical symmetry, the dominant term
is the quadrupole term ~magnetic bottle!.
If the magnetic field is not homogeneous then the oscilla-
tion frequency will depend on the ion’s position. To a first
approximation, a linear variation of the magnetic field simply
leads to a broadening of the oscillation frequency linewidths.
A magnetic quadrupole term will have a similar effect to the
electric octupole term.
IV. THE MISALIGNED COMBINED TRAP
In this section we calculate the oscillation frequencies of a
single particle trapped in a combined trap whose electric
field axis is not parallel to the direction of the magnetic field.
We show that the effects of a misalignment in the combined
trap are essentially the same as in the Penning trap. Since
solving the ‘‘tilted’’ Mathieu equation exactly is probably
impossible, this calculation is done using the pseudopotential
approach.
A. The pseudopotential of the ideal combined trap
In the combined trap all three fields of the Paul and Pen-
ning trap are simultaneously present:
f~r ,z !5
U01V0 cos Vt
R0
2 ~r
222z2!
5
U0
R0
2 ~r
222z2!1
V0 cos Vt
R0
2 ~r
222z2!
5f0~r ,z !1f1~r ,z !cos Vt , ~53!
B5Bez . ~54!
57 1951ION DYNAMICS IN PERTURBED QUADRUPOLE ION TRAPSA particle in a combined trap is therefore subjected to two
time-independent forces and one oscillating force. It is well
known that the effect of a rapidly oscillating force on a par-
ticle of mass m can be approximated by the pseudopotential
~see, e.g., @21#!
Veff~r!5
f~r!f~r!
4mV ~55!
if the high frequency force is given by
F~r!5f~r!cos~Vt ! ~56!
and f~r! is derivable from a potential. This result is equiva-
lent to averaging the effect of the oscillating field over one
period.
We can apply this result to the oscillating part of the
electric potential. We have
f~r!52qf1~r!. ~57!
The pseudopotential is then
Vosc~r!5
m
4 S 2qV0mR02V D
2
~x21y214z2! ~58!
5
m
4 vd
2~x21y214z2!. ~59!
The equations of motion for a single particle are then
x¨ 51 12 ~vs
22vd
2!x1vcy˙ , ~60!
y¨ 51 12 ~vs
22vd
2!y2vcx˙ , ~61!
z¨52~vs
212vd
2!z , ~62!
where vs and vd are defined below. Substitution of solutions
of the form e2ivt in these equations results in a set of three
homogeneous algebraic equations. The solutions of its char-
acteristic equation give the three oscillation frequencies
v15
1
2 ~vc1v1! ~modified cyclotron frequency!,
~63!
v25
1
2 ~vc2v1! ~magnetron frequency!, ~64!
vz5Avs212vd2 ~axial frequency!, ~65!
where
v1
25vc
222vz
21vd
2
, ~66!
vd5
2qV0
mR0
2V
, ~67!
vs5A4qU0
mR0
2 , ~68!
vc5
qB
m
. ~69!Note that the v1 defined here for the combined trap is
different from that defined in Eq. ~12! for the Penning trap,
though they play analogous roles in the equations. If the
amplitude of the oscillating field goes towards zero, one re-
trieves the Penning trap oscillation frequencies. Figure 5 is a
plot of the combined trap oscillation frequencies calculated
using the pseudopotential approach and also the exact calcu-
lation. We see that the pseudopotential calculation is essen-
tially the same as the exact one, with the exception that the
axial frequency shows significant deviation from the exact
calculation as the rf amplitude increases to large values ~this
is not surprising as the pseudopotential approach is only
strictly valid for low rf amplitude!. The consequence of this
is that the position of the crossing is displaced. The value of
vd at which the axial and modified cyclotron frequencies
become degenerate is
vd
cross5 13 Av f222vcv f , ~70!
where
v f
254vc
229vs
2
. ~71!
B. The tilted combined trap
The oscillation frequencies of the tilted combined trap can
now be found in the same way as for the tilted Penning trap.
For a tilted quadrupole potential the pseudopotential be-
comes
Vosc5
m
4 vd
2@y21x2~a219g2!1z2~b219g2!16gxz# ,
~72!
where a, b and g were defined in Eqs. ~30!–~32!. The equa-
tions of motion are
x¨ 51 12 @avs
22~a219g2!vd
2#x1 32 g~vs
21vd
2!z1vcy˙ ,
~73!
y¨ 51 12 ~vs
22vd
2!y2vcx˙ , ~74!
z¨52 12 @bvs
22~b219g2!vd
2#z1 32 g~vs
21vd
2!x . ~75!
The oscillation frequencies are given by the characteristic
equation
v62v4@3vd
21vc
2#1v2 14 @9vd
41vd
2~5vc226vs2
13vc
2cos 2u!1vc
2vs
223vs
413vc
2vs
2cos 2u#2 12 vd
6
1 34 vd
4vs
22 14 vs
650. ~76!
As for the Penning trap, the three solutions v t , vb , and v˜z
are too complicated to be displayed here but again can be
computed easily using a mathematical software package. In
the pseudopotential approximation the effect of a misalign-
ment between the electric-field axis and the magnetic-field
direction is qualitatively the same as for the Penning trap.
The main feature is a removal of the degeneracy between the
axial and modified cyclotron oscillation frequencies. Con-
trary to the situation in the Penning trap, if the confinement
from the rf field is strong enough, there is no limit to the
1952 57G. ZS. K. HORVATH et al.FIG. 5. Oscillation frequencies in the combined trap with a constant magnetic field. ~Left! Comparison between the pseudopotential
calculations ~dotted lines! and exact calculations ~solid lines! for a perfect trap. ~Right! Oscillation frequencies in a misaligned combined trap
calculated in the pseudopotential approximation. The angle of tilt between the electric-field axis and the magnetic field is 5°. The dotted lines
give the oscillation frequencies for the ideal trap in the pseudopotential approximation.misalignment, i.e., the motion can be stable even with the
magnetic field perpendicular to the electric-field axis. Nu-
merical investigation shows that to a first approximation the
amplitude of the avoided crossing is proportional to the angle
of tilt and to the amplitude of the magnetic field, the propor-
tionality factor being a complicated function of vs and vd :
G5v t2vb>F~vd ,vs!vcu , u!1, ~77!
where G is the size of the gap and F(vd ,vs) is some factor
that depends on vd and vs . This result has been obtained in
the pseudopotential approximation. However, we can expect
these results to be qualitatively valid even when the full ef-
fect of the rf field is taken into account.
As a part of our general investigation into the dynamics of
ions held in quadrupole ion traps a comprehensive simula-
tion program has been developed. This program computes
the individual trajectories of ions in ion clouds and is capable
of taking into account the effects of laser cooling, including
the dependence on laser-beam position and detuning. It can
also deal with the trap perturbations discussed above. We
have primarily used the program to follow the evolution of
the motion of small numbers of ions. Interesting effects such
as crystallization can take place at the low temperatures that
can be reached using laser cooling. The program has also
been used to investigate the dynamics of larger clouds con-
taining up to 50 ions. A complete description of the program
and results obtained using it will be presented elsewhere
@14#.
The program was developed to deal with situations where
a full analytical solution is not possible; however, it has alsoproven very useful in allowing us to cross-check the validity
of our analytical results. In particular, using the simulation
program, it has been checked that the amplitude of the
avoided crossing gap in the ‘‘real’’ combined trap is indeed
proportional to the angle of tilt.
V. EXPERIMENT
We now present an experimental verification of the pres-
ence of an avoided crossing in misaligned quadrupole traps.
Our initial intention was to measure the amplitude of the
avoided crossing as a function of the angle of tilt in the
Penning trap. However, it was found that the trapping and
laser cooling of ion clouds at high dc voltages in the Penning
trap was difficult and attempts to increase the fluorescence
count rate would often result in a loss of the trapped ion
cloud. Horvath and Thompson @22# present a discussion of
laser cooling in quadrupole ion traps in which they explore
the parameter space spanned by the detuning of the cooling
laser from resonance with the ion and the offset of the laser
beam focus from the trap center. They demonstrate that this
difficulty in operating the Penning trap at high dc voltages is
expected since the cooling regions ~in the space of laser
beam offset vs detuning! become much smaller as the trap
voltage increases. In addition, despite several attempts, even
when a sufficient fluorescence count rate was obtained, no
photon-photon correlation data could be observed. It was
therefore decided that this experiment should be carried out
in the combined trap where the photon-photon correlation
57 1953ION DYNAMICS IN PERTURBED QUADRUPOLE ION TRAPSmethod had been successfully used for the measurement of
the oscillation frequencies and an avoided crossing had been
observed @18#. The presence of the micromotion in large
clouds in the combined trap limits the lowest achievable tem-
peratures to much larger values than in the Penning trap.
Since a higher cloud temperature leads to stronger modula-
tion in the fluorescence from the cloud, we would also expect
to observe more modulation in the photon-photon correlation
spectrum.
A. Method
The experimental setup used has been described in detail
elsewhere @6#. We use a conventional quadrupole trap with
hemispherical end caps and a ring with a semicircular cross
section. The internal radius of the ring is r055 mm and the
end-cap spacing is 2z057 mm. Two diametrically opposed
holes are drilled in the ring electrode to allow the passage of
the laser beam used for cooling. A further hole is drilled in
the ring to allow the fluorescent light to be gathered at 90° to
the direction of laser propagation. In order to improve the
signal-to-background ratio a blind hole is drilled into the
interior surface of the ring electrode directly opposite the
light gathering hole ~this also partially negates the asymme-
try in the potential created by the viewing hole!. Mg1 ions
are loaded into the trap by simultaneously heating a filament,
to provide electrons, and a small oven packed with Mg fil-
ings, which provides a beam of Mg atoms. Ions are created
in situ at the center of the trap. The trap is housed in a
vacuum chamber held at less than 2310210 mbar. The
vacuum chamber is located between the pole pieces of a
conventional electromagnet capable of providing a magnetic
field of up to 1 T at the minimum usable pole piece separa-
tion.
The light used for laser cooling is produced by a
frequency-doubled Spectra-Physics 380D ring dye laser. The
b–barium-borate frequency-doubling crystal is located in the
auxiliary beam waist within the laser cavity and routinely
produces ;100 mW of light at 280 nm. The fluorescent light
is collected using a two-lens imaging system. The first lens
has a focal length of 35.1 mm and is held inside the vacuum
chamber 28.5 mm from the center of the trap. A second lens
outside the vacuum chamber brings the light from the ions to
a focus on the photocathode of a photon-counting photomul-
tiplier tube. A UG5 filter is placed between the second lens
and the photomultiplier to discriminate against any back-
ground visible light reflected from the trap electrodes. The
experiment is performed by passing the resulting photon
count train to a time-to-amplitude converter followed by a
multichannel analyzer. The result is a histogram of the time
delays between consecutive photon counts. By taking the
Fourier transform of the data produced in this way the oscil-
lation frequencies of the ions in the trap can be measured.
In order to allow for an angle between the trap and the
magnetic field, the pole pieces of the magnet were pulled
slightly apart. In this way it was possible to tilt the whole
vacuum chamber by as much as 10° ~while keeping the mag-
netic field at about 0.91 T!. In the trap region, the magnetic
field is oriented parallel to the optical table. To vary the
angle of tilt between the trap axis and the magnetic field axis
the vacuum casing was rotated in a plane parallel to theoptical table. It was assumed that the angle of misalignment
in the plane perpendicular to the optical table would remain
constant. Therefore, we measured only the angle in the plane
parallel to the optical table (a table). This was done by fixing
a small mirror on a flat surface on the vacuum casing, with
its face in a plane parallel to the magnetic field and perpen-
dicular to the optical table. The angle of the normal to the
mirror surface with the optical table edge was measured,
using a helium-neon laser beam, to an accuracy of about
0.1°. This means that we measured the orientation of the
vacuum casing and not of the trap axis. However, it can be
safely assumed that the trap orientation with respect to the
vacuum chamber remained constant. As a consequence, the
measured angle with respect to the optical table (a table) is
related to the actual angle between the trap and the magnetic
field ~u! through two constants ~a0 and b0!, such that in the
limit of small angles we have
u25~a table1a0!
21b0
2
. ~78!
In order to verify the proportionality of the angle of tilt
with the magnitude of the avoided crossing, the oscillation
frequencies at the avoided crossing were measured for five
different angles of tilt. For each angle of tilt, it was necessary
to realign the detection optics and the laser-beam steering
optics.
It was found to be easier to load the trap while running it
in the Penning configuration than with it running as a com-
bined trap. We therefore adopted the approach of first load-
ing a Penning trap and then turning on the rf drive. The cloud
was first laser cooled in the Penning mode until the scatter-
ing rate reached at least a few thousand counts per second.
The rf amplitude was then increased in steps of approxi-
mately 10 V. As the rf amplitude increases, the magnetron
frequency decreases towards zero. At the zero magnetron
frequency point, as explained by Dholakia et al. @6#, the
presence of a contact potential results in a displacement of
the actual trap center. This displacement can be large enough
to make laser cooling and even trapping impossible. This
region was avoided by stepping the rf amplitude from a
value slightly below the zero crossing to a value slightly
above it. This corresponds to a change from the Penning side
to the Paul side of the combined trap. In fact, it is rather
surprising that such a ‘‘jump’’ could be successfully
achieved since the direction of rotation of the trapped cloud
changes from clockwise on the Penning side to counter-
clockwise on the Paul side. Indeed, such a change means that
the whole cloud has to abruptly change its direction of rota-
tion. However, if we assume that the ion motion is domi-
nated by the magnetron motion, the cloud canonical angular
momentum is relatively small ~because of the small rotation
frequency of the magnetron motion! and this jump corre-
sponds in fact to a relatively small change in angular mo-
mentum. From there, the rf amplitude was increased until the
avoided crossing vicinity was reached. At that point the os-
cillation frequencies of the cloud were measured using the
photon-photon correlation technique. This was done at small
intervals across the avoided crossing.
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count rate of several thousand counts per second did not
always mean that the photon-photon correlation spectrum
would exhibit a modulation from which the oscillation fre-
quencies could be obtained. In fact, quite often only compo-
nents of the micromotion oscillation frequencies could be
observed. In other cases, only one secular oscillation fre-
quency was present. Both relevant oscillation frequencies
~axial and modified cyclotron! were simultaneously observed
usually only at their minimum separation. This is not surpris-
ing since this is when the coupling between the two degrees
of freedom is strongest. When no peak appeared in the Fou-
rier transform of the photon-photon correlation data, the laser
detuning and/or the laser-beam offset were modified. When
this failed, the cloud was ejected and another cloud of a
different size was loaded. The real-time Fourier transform
feature of our data analysis program proved to be extremely
useful, as it allowed us to determine immediately whether
the photon-photon correlation data contained the frequencies
of interest.
It was found that, in general, medium size clouds showed
a modulation in the photon-photon correlation spectrum
more easily than small or large clouds. From the size of the
cloud, which is estimated by scanning the laser beam across
it, it is possible to estimate the number of ions to within an
order of magnitude. Our ‘‘medium’’ clouds would typically
contain between a hundred and a thousand ions.
Figure 6 shows an example of a photon-photon correla-
tion spectrum with its Fourier transform. Note that although
little modulation is visible in the photon-photon correlation
data, its Fourier transform clearly shows two peaks that can
be associated with v t and vb .
FIG. 6. ~Top! Photon-photon correlation data obtained from the
fluorescence of a cloud confined in a tilted combined trap. A weak
modulation is clearly visible for short delays. ~Bottom! Fourier
transform of this photon-photon correlation data. The two peaks
around 700 kHz correspond to vb and v t .B. Results and discussion
Figure 7 shows a plot of the measured oscillation frequen-
cies around the avoided crossing and a fit to the frequencies
calculated using the simulation program. From such a plot it
is possible to calculate the angle of tilt between the electric
and magnetic fields. However, the proportionality factor be-
tween the angle of tilt and the amplitude of the avoided
crossing depends on the actual trap parameters such as the dc
and ac voltages, the magnetic field, and the geometric trap
constant R0
2
. Measurement of the axial oscillation frequency
in the Penning trap as a function of the applied dc potential
provided us with a value of R0
25(5.3460.04)31025 m2.
However, as we saw in Sec. IV, the amplitude of the avoided
crossing is, to a good approximation, simply proportional to
the true cyclotron frequency, which is proportional to the
magnetic field. The magnetic field can be determined by fit-
ting the data with a curve of the calculated modified cyclo-
tron oscillation frequency for the perfect trap. Although the
modified cyclotron frequency does not only depend on the
magnetic field, uncertainties in R0
2 and the dc and ac voltages
are much smaller than the uncertainty in the magnetic field.
So to first order the uncertainty in the amplitude of the
avoided crossing will come from the uncertainty in the mag-
netic field. The proportionality factor between the angle of
tilt and the amplitude of the gap @see Eq. ~77!# was deter-
mined numerically using the simulation program.
The amplitude of the avoided crossing was determined by
fitting a low-order polynomial to the difference between the
measured values of v t and vb . The amplitude of the avoided
crossing was taken as the minimum of the fitted curve. In
FIG. 7. Plot of the measured oscillation frequencies in the vi-
cinity of the avoided crossing. The uncertainty in the oscillation
frequencies corresponds to the size of the circles. The amplitude of
the gap corresponds to an angle of tilt between the magnetic and
electric fields of 4.1°60.2°. The fitted solid curves are the oscilla-
tion frequencies calculated using a simulation program described in
Ref. @14#.
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ence between v t and vb taken at such trap parameters where
this difference would be zero if the trap were perfect ~see
Fig. 8!. This is not necessarily the minimum value of the
difference frequency. The difference is of course due to the
fact that the crossing is not symmetric. This means that the
minimum we measure is not exactly the amplitude of the
gap. However, we see from Fig. 8 that for small values of the
angle of tilt, this error is negligible.
The angle corresponding to the avoided crossing was sim-
ply given by dividing the amplitude of the crossing by this
calculated proportionality factor. The uncertainty on the
angle originates from uncertainties in the magnetic field and
the amplitude of the avoided crossing.
Figure 9 shows a plot of the angle of tilt calculated from
the measured avoided crossing versus the measured angle of
tilt of the vacuum chamber. As expected, the value of the
avoided crossing does not go to zero, meaning that b0 of Eq.
~78! is nonzero, i.e., the trap is also misaligned in a plane
perpendicular to the optical table and parallel to the magnetic
field. Fitting the data points with the function given by Eq.
~78! gives a052.0°60.1° and b052.0°60.1°. This as-
sumes that a0 and b0 are constant. In fact, it was observed in
the latest stages of the experiment that b0 could vary by up
to half a degree when the angle of tilt of the trap was
changed. The dotted lines in the plot of Fig. 9 correspond to
the fitted curve with values of b0 increased and decreased by
half a degree. A x2 test confirms that the fit is satisfactory.
It is clear from Fig. 9 that a misalignment between the
trap electrode axis and the magnetic field results in an
avoided crossing between the axial and modified cyclotron
frequencies. Despite the variability of b0 , the data fit the
theoretical curve well. If we allow for the uncertainty in b0 ,
all the data points easily fit the curve.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a formulation of the theory of the
motion of ions in quadrupole ion traps that has allowed us to
calculate the effects of common, realistic perturbations to the
pure quadrupole trap. We have concentrated on the effect of
a tilt between the magnetic field axis and the geometrical
FIG. 8. Difference between vb and v t for various angles of tilt
obtained numerically. For large angles the minimum separation is
displaced to lower ac amplitudes.axis of the trap and have performed an experiment to verify
one of the predictions of the theory: that the degree to which
the degeneracy between motional frequencies is lifted by the
coupling introduced by the tilt is proportional to the angle of
the tilt. For practical reasons we were forced to perform the
experiment in a combined trap rather than in a Penning trap.
Nonetheless, our experiment demonstrates a means by which
a Penning or combined trap could, in principle, be accurately
aligned with respect to the externally applied magnetic field.
An alternative method for doing this has been demonstrated
by Heinzen et al. @23#. They used two laser beams: one to
cool the ions and the other to apply a torque to the ion cloud.
With this arrangement they were able to control the rotation
frequency of the ion cloud as a whole. In particular they were
able to spin the cloud up to frequencies near to v15vc
2v2 . They found that if the misalignment between the trap
axis and the magnetic field axis was greater than 0.1°, a
heating resonance was reached at a moderate rotation fre-
quency that prevented further increase of the rotation fre-
quency. The highest rotation frequencies ~near vc2v2!
were only attainable if the trap was aligned more accurately
with the field. By searching for an alignment for which the
heating resonance was negligible they were able to make the
misalignment angle less than 0.01°.
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FIG. 9. Plot of the angle of tilt as calculated from the amplitude
of the avoided crossing versus the angle of the vacuum casing.
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